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Outco’s Program was designed by a team of software de-
velopers and technical recruiters to get you to and through 
every step of the interview process. We help remove any 
obstacle you are facing so you can confidently land the 
job of your dreams.

Classes meet part-time four days a week
West Coast Cohort: Monday - Thursday 6-9 pm PST

East Coast Cohort: Monday - Thursday 6-9 pm EST

WE’VE HELPED OVER 1,000 ENGINEERS
(both in-person and remote)

 Tackle any white boarding and algorithm questions
Navigate phone screens and resume deep dives

Negotiate the highest salary possible 



PRECOURSE
(remote)

WEEK 1

Setting future career goals and a clear job search objective

Building foundational technical knowledge (complexity 
analysis, decrease and conquer, frequency counting)

Overhauling your resume to turn it into your #1 advocate

Job search strategy and job tracking resources

How to Effectively and Consistently Whiteboard

How to Ace the Interview

The four crucial steps to tackle any whiteboarding 
problem 

Mock whiteboarding sessions, pair interviews and 
faculty review

Practice starting the interview strong when 
answering common icebreaker or “tell me your 
story” questions

Understand perspectives of key players in the 
interviewing process (recruiters, hiring managers, 
c-level executives)

Salary negotiation preparation (understanding 
and communicating your value in the market)



WEEK 2

Breaking Down Any and Every Interview Question

Recursion

Dynamic Programming Fundamentals

Dynamic Programming Archetypes

Coach-led small group interview practice to get 
feedback from our job search experts

Peer mock interviews to experience what it feels 
like on both sides of the interview table

Learning how to break down, diagram, and solve 
single and multiple recursion problems using 
different approaches

Building confidence in backtracking, memoization, 
and tree and graph traversals

Recognizing fundamentals components of dynamic 
programing problems (overlapping subproblems 
and optimal substructures)

Understanding top down and bottom up 
approaches (memoization and tabulation)

Learning about multiple types of DP algorithms 
such as sliding window problems and using 
the solutions of smaller sub-problems to solve 
larger problems



WEEK 3

Steps, Structure and Practices to be Prepared 
Any Interview at Any Company

Coach-led small group interview practice and 
peer mock interviews

Sorting Algorithms

Linked Lists

Math-based Problems

How to implement QuickSort in-place, MergeSort 
and HeapSort

Utilizing sorted arrays to efficiently solve 
algorithm problems

Constructing linked lists from scratch along with 
their methods

How to detect circular linked lists

Using linked lists to implement stack and queue 
data structure

Being able to use Sieve of Eratosthenes to count 
number of prime numbers

Count the number of trailing zeroes for a factorial 
number

Gaining confidence with number manipulation 
and math operations in your language

How to use native random number generators to 
create other random number generators



The Salary Negotiation Process and Strategy

Binary Search Trees

Heaps

Graph Traversal

Navigating the negotiation process and 
leveraging multiple offers

Coach-led small group interview practice and 
peer mock interviews

Constructing binary search tree class with 
associated methods such as insert and removal

Understanding the modes of depth-first 
traversal: 1) pre-order 2) in-order 4) post-order

Using depth first search and breadth first search 
to solve tree-based algorithm problems

Creating minheap and maxheap writing heapify 
procedure

Practicing using a binary heap to solve interview 
algorithm problems

Understand and leveraging multiple graph 
data structure implementations: adjacency list, 
adjacency matrix, object-oriented approaches

Performing depth first and breadth first search 
through graph data structures

Working through topological sort, A* search, 
Dijkstra’s Shortest Path

WEEK 4



App Diagramming

System Design and Scaling

Object Oriented Design

Matrices

Teach a Tech Concept

Demonstrating on a whiteboard a project and two 
or three key features, explaining the frontend, 
backend, API, and/or database components

Structuring the approach to system design problems 
received during the onsite interview process
Learning to consider various tradeoffs, such as, 
but not limited to: scalability vs performance, 
consistency versus availability, using a cache 
versus CDNs

Understanding five principles of OOD:
1) Inheritance 2) Composition 3) Encapsulation
4) Polymorphism 5) Abstraction
S.O.L.I.D. principles: 1) Single Responsibility Principle 
2) Open-Closed Principle 3) Liskov Substitution 
Principle 4) Interface Segregation Principle
5) Dependency Inversion Principle
OOD Patterns: 1) Singleton 2) Factory 3) Abstract 
Factory 4) Prototype 5) Observer 6) Decorator
Practicing OOD interview problems using these 
principles and patterns

Confidently iterating through a matrix data 
structure using an x-y coordinate system
Traversing through a matrix in a breadth first or depth 
first manner while keeping boundaries in mind
Leveraging helper method recursion to traverse 
a matrix while using external state variables to 
track results

Preparing a presentation on a familiar technical 
concept (covered either in class or a work specialization)
Gaining confidence with speaking in front of 
others while practicing talking technically

WEEK 5


